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ABSTRACT

The Relationship of Pastoral Succession to Church Growth in United

Methodist Congregations of the Conway District of the North Arkansas

Conference

by

Bryan W Fink

Since the mid 1960's the United Methodist Church (UMC) has been

losing membership. A contributing cause of this decline may be the

pastoral succession rate of United Methodist clergy. The UMC has a

median tenure of three years and a mean tenure of four years. Church

growth leaders and organizational experts say it takes at least 5-7 years

for a pastor/leader to become effective in their current position. Could

there be a positive relationship between the decline of the UMC and the

length of its pastorates?

Therefore, the purpose of this study is to examine the relationship

of pastoral succession to church growth in United Methodist congregations

of the North Arkansas Conference.



Research Methodology. A survey was used to gather the data and

then processed with an analysis of variance and a regression equation.

The independent variable was the pastoral succession rate and the

dependent variables for church growth were average Sunday school

attendance, average worship attendance, average professions of faith, and

average annual pay out of apportionments.

Major Findings. Results indicated that no significant relationship

existed between the independent variable of pastoral succession and the

dependent variables of worship attendance, Sunday school attendance,

professions of faith and the amount of apportionments paid.
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CHAPTER 1

Understanding the Problem

In 1877 when American Methodism was trying to keep up with its

growth, James Mudge said, "...Methodism can never decline, can never

become lifeless and spiritless, until it has first lost all that is distinctively

Methodistic in its system. It is a missionary church in its plans, a revival

church in its spirit" (Mudge 442-43). Mudge and other American

Methodists who lived before the mid 1960's could never have prepared

themselves for what would happen to United Methodism in America.

In the early 1960's the Methodist Church reached its apex in church

membership and Sunday school attendance. Church membership was over

eleven milhon, and Sunday school emollment was 7.8 million. Then

membership began to decline. By 1984, the United Methodist Church

was losing 1,000 members a week (Wilke 26). As of December 31, 1991,

the United Methodist Church had a total membership of 9,750,650 and a

Sunday school membership of 4,267,194 (Nielsen 29). The United

Methodist Church had declined even fiirther. By the end of 1993, total

membership was 8,650,383. Sunday school had declined to 3,783,858 and
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attendance at principal weekly worship services was 3,394,002 (1994

General Minutes of the Annual Conferences of the United Methodist

Church 29).

What led to this decline? Was there a leadership void? Are

members getting older and dying? Has the church become irrelevant? Is

the church too conservative or too liberal? These and many other reasons

for the numerical decline have received attention by The United Methodist

Church. One explanation which has received little examination is how the

rate of pastoral succession relates to the decline of church growth.

The Itinerancy is the system the United Methodist Church uses to

deploy its clergy in mission. United Methodist polity is not built on a call

system where a congregation advertises and interviews potential

candidates to be its pastor. In the United Methodist Church, the bishop

appoints the pastor to a local church, with or without the church's

approval. The pastor is appointed one year at a time with the option of

being re-appointed annually. The Itinerancy is a system where frequent

pastoral succession is the norm.
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Carol Childress of Leadership Network, an organization committed

to developing and training effective Christian leaders, said, "It takes at

least five to seven years for pastors to reach their effectiveness"

(Childress, lecture). If this is true, and the clergy of the UMC rarely

remain in the same pastorate more than three years (Nickerson 3), could

frequent pastoral succession be contributing to the denomination's decline?

Bishop Richard Wilke and Lyle Schaller both list the Itinerancy as a cause

or inhibitor of church growth. The itinerant system rewards numerical

decline and punishes growth by encouraging pastorates of 2-5 years

(Wilke 62). A.J. Schuh would agree that the same is true for business

organizations. Schuh wrote, "Even the most able worker is of little value

to an organization if he or she leaves their position after only a short

period of service" (Gordon 265). President of Iliff School of Theology in

Denver, Colorado, Donald Messer believes frequent changes in

appointments have made United Methodist pastors irrelevant and

ineffective (160). Short and frequent pastorates may be preventing pastors

from leading their congregations in growth. Yet to date, there has been

little empirical research done that would assist the United Methodist

Church in understanding what kind of relationship exists between pastoral
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succession and church growth.

The majority of ecclesiastical articles researched by the author were

concerned with the relationship between pastoral succession and the

pastors' life and family. Very few of the studies were concerned with

identifying what kind of relationship existed between pastoral succession

and the congregation. The church was not the only social organization to

take this relationship for granted. It was not until 1991 that the first

empirical study was done on the relationship between leadership

succession and an organization's effectiveness (Friedman 622).

The Purpose

In light of this issue, the purpose of the study was to examine the

relationship of pastoral succession to church growth in United Methodist

congregations of the Conway District of the North Arkansas Conference.

Research Questions

Research Question 1. What is the relationship between pastoral

succession and average Sunday school attendance?

Research Question 2. What is the relationship between pastoral

succession and average weekly worship attendance?
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Research Question 3. What is the relationship between pastoral

succession and professions of faith?

Research Question 4. What is the relationship between pastoral

succession and the annual percentage of apportionments paid?

The Delimitations

The study was not concerned with identifying the effects pastoral

succession had upon the pastor or his/her family.

The study did not attempt to determine a cause and effect of

pastoral succession.

The study was limited to congregations of the Conway District of

the United Methodist Church of the North Arkansas Conference.

The study was limited to congregations served by pastors appointed

to serve a local church. This included student pastors, supply pastors,

ordained pastors, and local pastors.

The Itinerancy as a system of pastoral deployment as contrasted to

a call system was not discussed.

The Definition of Terms

Tenure/Pastorate. Refers to the period of service in years that

pastors were in charge of a congregation.
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Succession. Refers to the replacement of pastors in the local United

Methodist Church.

Turnover. The entrance of a new pastor into the congregation and

the departure of the existing pastor from a congregation.

Itinerancv. A connectional system where a bishop appoints pastors

to a congregation for service of mission. Currently pastors are appointed

one year at a time with no time limit.

Church growth. Refers to the numerical growth of Sunday school

attendance, worship attendance, professions of faith, and the armual

percentage of apportiomnents paid.

Sunday school attendance. The average number of individuals who

attended Sunday school for a given time period.

Worship attendance. The average number of persons who attended

worship services for a given time period.

Professions of faith. The number of individuals who had joined a

local United Methodist Church after professing to receive Jesus Christ as

their Savior and Lord, and who had not fransferred their membership from

another church or denomination. Included also are individuals who had

received Jesus as their Savior and Lord in the past, but who had not
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joined a church at that time.

Apportionments. Financial obligations of the local church to the

denomination at large used for the ministiy of the general church.

Apportionments are items designated as such in the North Arkansas

Conference Joumai.

Assumptions

The first assumption was that there is a relationship between

pastoral succession and church growth or decline. A second assumption

was that Itinerancy will continue to be used as the way of supplying

churches with pastors. It was assumed the United Methodist Church

could benefit fi-om a succession study itself

Context of the Study

The Conway District of the North Arkansas Conference of the

United Methodist Church encompassed six counties geographically. The

counties were all located in the central Arkansas area. The datum for the

context of ministry was secured from the demographic report for the Little

Rock and Conway Districts of the North Arkansas Conference. The data

encompassed both districts, not just the Conway District. Even though the

area of the data is a larger area than the Conway District it was believed
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there was no significant discrepancy between the two Districts. The

Districts are in the seam of one continuous geographic area as the

southern boundary of the Conway District abuts the northern boimdary of

the Little Rock District. The Little Rock District included Little Rock

proper, surrounding suburbs, and rural areas. The Conway District

included North Little Rock, suburbs, and rural areas as well. The two

Districts were numbered one and two in the Episcopal area of Arkansas

according to the Arkansas Area Computer Systems Operations Director,

Todd Burris, who tracked the datums of the two districts. In church

membership, the Little Rock District was number one and the Conway

District number 2 with only 1 ,000 persons separating the two Districts in

regard to their average worship attendance. Therefore, it was decided that

there was no reason to think that the study of the whole area was

significantly different from the Conway area.

The population in the study grew over the last twenty years.

Between the years 1970-1980 the Districts grew by 25.8% from 420,786

people to 529,315, a gain of 108,529 persons. In the following ten years

the Districts continued to grow showing a smaller gain of 10.8% or

57,156 persons. The slower population growth was projected to continue.
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The population within the region was mostly White with modest

populations of African Americans, Asians, Hispanics, and others. As of

1990 the White population accounted for 80.5% of the population, African

American were 17.5%, Asians were 1.1%, and the Hispanics were 1%.

The population mix was projected to remain constant between 1990-1995.

The median age for persons of the Districts was 32.7. The Districts

are younger than most of the overall U.S. population which had a median

age of 34 in 1990. Sixty percent of the Districts were comprised of

married persons. Of the population that was 25 years old or older, 17.6%

had education levels under the eighth grade, 15.5% had some High

School, and 36% graduated from High School. In the Districts, 30.9% of

the persons attended college or were college graduates. The average

household income was $32,332.

The most predominant lifestyles in the Conway and Little Rock

Districts were Working Country Famihes, Working Country Consumers,

Country Empty Nesters, Young Blue-Collar Families, Established Seniors,

Established Country Families, and Young Rural Families.

Working Country Families accounted for 8% of the total population.

The families were predominantly white with a low educational level and
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work as laborers or in the Armed Forces. The majority own single-family

or mobile homes and have three to four people. Working Country

Families were more likely to watch the NBC Nightly News and to read

Better Homes and Gardens and Reader's Digest.

The Working Country Consumers accounted for 6% of the District

population. Like the Working Country Families, their households were

comprised of three to four persons with parents 35-54 years old and five

to eleven year old children. The majority of them were of a European

ancestry. The people of this category held an average educational level

and had two or more family members who worked. Occupations included

metal workers, typesetters, bus drivers, and military persoimel.

Financially they were above average in retail credit and revolving account

debt. The Working Country Consumer enjoyed fishing, reading Better

Homes and Gardens and listening to country music.

The Country Empty Nesters were a rural, middle-aged group, and

mostly White. A little more than half did not graduate fi-om high school

and most worked as laborers. They too owned their own home, vehicle,

liked to fish and listen to country music. The Country Empty Nester

accounted for 6% of the District population.
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Another population segment that accounted for 6% of the lifestyle

trends in the Districts was the Young Blue-Collar family which was

comprised of young parents in their late 20's and early 30's with young

children. Education levels were low to medium and income was medium.

The heads of household worked in precision production, craft and repair

occupations, operators, fabricators and laborers. Recreational enthusiasts,

they enjoyed billiards, bowling, golf, and listened to rock and easy

listening music.

Another lifestyle segment that accounted for a higher portion of the

Districts was the Established Seniors. The Seniors were individuals in

their late 60's to early 70's and white. Thirty-five percent never graduated

from high school. They tended to work as operators, fabricators and

laborers, and earned an average income of $32,332.

The Established Country Families accounted for 5% of the Districts'

population. The parents were in their late 30's to early 40's with teen

aged children. The average household was three to four persons and

predominantly white. Their education level was average and worked in

repair occupations such as mechanics, elecfricians and construction

workers. The Established Country Families enjoyed country music, fished
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and were more likely to own a truck or sports utility vehicle. A higher

percentage of these households lived in mobile homes.

The last major lifestyle of the Districts were the Young Rural

Families. Mostly white, they had low education levels and worked as

laborers in farming, fishing and forestry industries and were able to own

their own homes.

The Importance of the Studv

Succession research in the field of Organizational Development is in

its infancy. Though many empirical studies had been done on how

organizations effect the tenure of a leader, few empirical studies have

examined the relationship between leadership succession and an

organization's effectiveness. The research that has been done in

organizational development revealed that CEO succession caused

disruption, management turnover, influenced organizational morale and

overall effectiveness (Friedman 636). What are the implications for the

United Methodist Church? The purpose of this study is to answer that

question by examining the relationship of pastoral succession to church

growth in United Methodist Congregations of the Conway District of the

North Arkansas Conference.
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Chapter Two reviews the historical Itinerancy and leadership

succession. Chapter Three the research methodology is explained.

Chapter Four reports the results of the research and in Chapter Five the

datum are interpreted, the implications of the study are listed, and

additional areas of research are suggested.
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CHAPTER 2

The Review of Related Literature

Data in the field of leadership succession is limited. The first

empirical study on the relationship between leadership succession and an

organization's effectiveness was not performed until 1991 (Friedman 622).

Empirical information was even more scarce in the religious field. The

data related to pastoral succession and church growth was philosophical

and speculative at best.

Pastoral Succession and the Itinerancy

In order to understand the data related to pastoral succession and

church growth the reader should know something about the nature of the

Methodist Church's itinerancy. The itinerancy was not a pre-planned or

pre-arranged business method that Wesley bought and implemented. The

itinerancy, due to evangelistic preaching and missionary mind set of the

early Methodists developed out of necessity. The people were being

converted in such large numbers that there were not enough pastors to

shepherd them. The itinerancy was the result of circulating a small

number of clergy among a large constituency. To accommodate the
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masses the circuit was created and fitted with a traveling preacher. The

itinerancy was a practical labor saving arrangement (Mudge 435). The

itinerancy as a system of deployment worked well in this environment as

long as the itinerants' purposes were to preach, organize a group of

believers and move on.

Times changed, and the Itinerancy flexed with it. One of the strong

points of the itinerant system is its flexibility. "From its beginning it

[itinerancy] was able to respond to the ever-changing circumstance of the

geographical fi-ontier, and during the two centuries of its development it

has adapted to the new conditions created by social, economic and

cultural changes" (Dunlap 21). As America industrialized the people

congregated in large urban areas and Methodism saw the pastor locate and

settle. Dunlap noted that of the "1,616 preachers received into the

conferences fi^om the beginning of American Methodism to 1814, 821 had

located, 131 died in service, 34 expelled, and 25 withdrew" (23). Tired

of the strain brought about by frequent itinerating over half of the

preachers settled down. As congregations in the urban areas grew the

desire and need for a frill time pastor developed. Congregations needed

or wanted more leadership and care than a part time itinerating preacher
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offered. Just as the westward thrust of America needed a traveling

preacher, the settled masses living behind the frontier needed a settled

pastor (Rethinking 6).

The changes in cultural context and social dynamics challenged the

way Methodists viewed the itinerancy. As the nation became more settled

some Methodists thought it was more sfrategic to spread scriptural

holiness within the existing communities where the church was established

rather than sending resources into a shrinking frontier (Dennison 31).

Such Methodists were in the minority.

Frequent itinerating would be the norm as long as John Wesley and

Francis Asbury were leading the Methodist movement. A portion of a

letter written by John Wesley to Francis Asbury dated Sept 30, 1785

revealed Wesley's thought about frequent pastoral succession.

"At the next Conference it will be worth your while to consider

deeply whether any preacher should stay in one place three years
together...Yet I am well assured, were I to preach three years
together in one place, both the people and myself would grow as

dead as stones..." (Warren 226).

Wesley believed frequent itinerating would keep the preacher's sermons

alive and invigorating and was a wise use of his ministers and their

resources. Wesley wrote:
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Nor can I believe it was ever the will of our Lord that any
congregation should have one teacher only. We have found by long
and constant experience that a frequent change of teachers is best.
This preacher has one talent, that another. No one whom I ever yet
knew has all the talents which are needful for beginning,
continuing, and perfecting the work of grace in a whole

congregation (qtd. Dunlap, Rethinking 19).

Frequent pastoral succession for Wesley was good stewardship.

Under Wesley's and Asbuiy's leadership appointments were received and

changed every three months with a pastorate rarely exceeding six months

(Dunlap, Rethinking 23).

By the late 1790's and early 1800's pastoral tenure in American

Methodism began to lengthen. In some places pastorates were as long as

three years. Three year pastorates were criticized as being too long so the

1 804 General Conference passed a resolution which would not allow a

pastor to remain in the same station more than two successive years. Even

though the minutes provided pastors with the opportunity to remain in the

same station for a second year, those who did were ridiculed. It was said

of the pastors who renewed their appointment for a second year, "...that

they had but half done their work the first year, and were returning to

finish it" (Norwood 137)).
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In 1864 the time limit for a maximum pastorate was extended to

three years (Warren 221) and by 1866 increased to four years (Dimlap

Rethinking 25). Finally, in 1939 when the Methodist Church was

organized all time restrictions regarding pastoral succession were

removed. Though a pastor could conceivably serve a lifetime in one

congregation, frequent pastoral succession continued to be the norm.

Pastoral Succession and Church Growth

Even though Wesley's argument for frequent succession had some

merit to it some of the clergy believed the negative effects of frequent

succession outweighed the positive. One such person was Jonathan T.

Crane. Crane believed appointing a pastor to another charge removed the

person with whom the people had become acquainted and substituted a

sfranger in his place (Crane 75-76). The constant change of pastors

fiiisfrated the people, disrupted the planning and work of the church

(Crane 76) and encouraged "an unwise love of novelty and excitement"

(Crane 80).

Another clergy, Edwin Caswell, disagreed with Wesley on the issue

that frequent succession was good stewardship. Caswell argued that

frequent succession was not good stewardship and confrary to common
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sense.

What would the conmiercial world think of removing clerks as soon

as they became thoroughly familiar with their trade and customers;
or of compelling doctors, lawyers, or judges each five years to

begin anew the work of life in untried fields, or of a government
that denied congressmen and senators the privilege of reelection?
.. .What if it had been the law that the generals in the late war

should have been removed at the end of three years, according to

the limitation of Methodism at that time? Why, then, should
Methodism, in the midst of revivals, church building, and other

enterprises, take the position that the man who has his hand on the
helm must go at the end of five years?. ..There should be no law

forbidding the cabinet to use their wise judgment and follow sound
business principles, under the guidance of the Spirit of God, in the

appointment of ministers the fifth years as for the other four years,
and so on to the end of their pastorate, however long" (Caswell
435-36).

The researcher would agree with Crane and Caswell's assessment.

Contemporary church growth experts such as Daniel Reeves also

speculated that some church growth problems are related to pastoral

succession. In his book Always Advancing Reeves wrote, "In a growing

church the growth rates drop typically for a period of 3-5 years following

a change in pastor. At least five to eight years are usually required in

stable or declining churches before a new minister, even one with a high

church profile, can reach his potential" (53). If United Methodist pastors

move every three years (Nickerson 3) the congregation would never be
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given an opportunity to break the decHning membership cycle. As such

one of the chief difficulties with the United Methodist practice of frequent

pastoral succession is that the congregation often receives a new pastor

just when the most productive years of their previous pastor were

dawning.

Methodist Nathan Bangs speculated in 1863 that unless pastors

became settled the people would continue to go elsewhere. He wrote,

Under the joint superintendency of Bishops Asbury and McKendree,
I was appointed, in 1813, to the Rhinebeck District, which then

comprehended what are now Poughkeepsie, Rhinebeck, New-Have,
and Hartford districts, in all of which there was but one single
station, and that so feeble as scarcely to show signs of life. After

going around the district once or twice, I said, to the preachers,
'You might as well go home and go to sleep, as to preach in the
maimer you do, so far as building up Methodism is concerned. You

may indeed be instrumental in the awakening and conversion of

sinners; but while you preach once in two weeks, in a place on

week-days and Sabbaths, and are absent from your appointments all
the rest of your time, though sinners may be awakened, yet, during
your absence, other denominations, who have their stated
ministtations every Sabbath, and who we ministers are constantly
among the people, will gather the principal part of them in other

churches, and ttius you lose all your labor, so far as the Methodist

Episcopal Church is concerned. What shall we do? It was asked.
I answered. We must go to work and build meeting-houses, and
have a preacher stationed in every city and considerable village in
the country, in order to establish Methodism (qtd, Richey 31).
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It seems that in today's fractured and fransitional society church

attendees want assurance that their pastor will be around longer than they.

The people in the pew appear to be getting tired of the emotional sfrain

caused by pastors coming and going. Some such members, according to

George Bama, are more likely to shop around for another church home

with an established pastorate than remain part of a congregation with a

pastoral revolving door (37). Church growth expert Lyle Schaller agreed.

In his book 21 Bridges to the 21st Centurv he contended that if a person

liked two churches they would most likely choose to attend the one which

had a lower succession rate (Schaller, 21, 151).

The logical consequence of frequent pastoral reassignment among

church growth experts is membership decline. Norman Green

commented about his Baptist Denomination, "The rapid tumover of

pastoral leaders in small churches is a likely contributor to their continued

small membership and attendance" (67-68). Rarely does a congregation

experience sustained growth without having the same pastor at the helm

for a long period of time (Seymour 19). If there is any growth in

congregations where frequent pastoral succession is the norm, the growth

would probably be sporadic (Assimilating 127). As the congregation
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declines the church begins to focus inward instead of outward (Bama 37)

until it collapses from apathy.

The researcher remembered the first time he met the youth group of

the First United Methodist Church in Big Spring, Texas. During the

interview process for the position of Christian Education and Youth

Ministry Director he spent some time visiting the youth in a large group

setting. The group was apathetic and depressed because another youth

director had come and gone within the year. One of the youth even asked

the researcher to tell them what was wrong with them since no one would

stay longer than 18 months.

When appointed to a new congregation Torian looked at the

pastoral tenures of the church's previous pastors. The average length of

tenure over its 109 year history was 2 years. The implication according

to Torian was that the congregation leamed they could not depend upon

the pastor for long-term leadership or care. As a result, the congregation

had become independent, self reliant, and less open to suggested direction

from their new pastor (Torian 112).

Frequent pastoral succession dismpts and severs the tmst element

between people and pastor. If it is tme, that congregations don't care how
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capable a pastor is, or how educated and experienced the pastor is until

they know how much the pastor cares, frequent pastoral succession may

inhibit, even prohibit, a working and trusting relationship between the

pastor and people. Alvin Lindgren and Norman Shawchuck believed that

in order to develop a supportive and trusting climate in the church for an

effective ministry, a long term effort on the part of the pastor is needed

(Lindgren 122). The trust needed between people and pastor for effective

pastoral leadership will not develop without longer pastorates. Since it

takes several years to create a sfrong relational network within the

congregation frequent pastoral succession minimizes rather than

maximizes growth (Bama 36-37). Therefore, if it takes 3-4 years for tmst

to form between pastor and people (Wilke 102) longer pastorates could

provide the womb for a sfrong pastor/people relationship to develop.

The researcher believed that the most productive years for a leader

in an organization are after his or her fifth year in the same pastorate

(Reeves Always Advancing 53, Childress lecture, Schaller Growing Plans

31, Torian 115). Richard Smith wrote, "Extensive research on a number

of growing churches throughout North America showed that churches with

sfrong growth had pastorates between 5-12 years" (Ul). Norman
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Shawchuck wrote, "If you're not planning on being there 10 years don't

lay your vision on them because in a system like United Methodism you

never have time to completely implement that vision. The people never

see a finished work or celebrate mile stones, because the pastor moves

before they can be implemented and the next pastor comes in with a

different project" (Shawchuck, lecture). Frequent pastoral succession

causes great relational disruption and short circuits the planning cycle of

the congregation. Longer pastorates on the other hand provide more

security and stability.

The data in the church growth field regarding pastoral succession

was limited. Therefore, the researcher also reviewed literamre in the

fields of education, business and sports to determine if their succession

studies could benefit the church.

Leadership Succession and Education

The church is not the only social organization to struggle with

understanding the relationship which exists between leadership succession

and an organization's output or growth. The field of Education is one

such discipline that has attempted to deal with the relationship between

administrator succession and its effects on education. Literature in the
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education field was reviewed because the researcher believed that

administrators and pastors have a similar task at hand. It is the pastor's

and administrator's responsibility to organize, administer, and implement

plans that would develop their people. Both the pastor and administrator

are often sent into difficult situations to do repair work, yet not always

given an adequate amount of time to accomplish it. Another similiarity is

that both are often hired from outside the community they will be

responsible for which leads to feelings of acrimony by those within the

community.

The researcher believes it is confrary to common sense for the

United Methodist Church to take steps to reverse the decline in United

Methodist membership until the issue of pastoral succession and tenure

are dealt with. Peter Drucker had the same attitude towards the problems

community colleges faced. At a management seminar Peter Drucker was

asked the question, "What are we going to do about the commimity

college presidency?" Drucker noted that it was impossible to talk about

management in a community college until the presidency became more

stabilized" (Braunstein 1). The problems associated with community

colleges could not be appropriately addressed until community college
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presidential tenure was addressed. In her study of California Community

College Presidential Tenures, Braunstein discovered that the average

tenure of Community College Presidents was seven years. Even though

seven years is a long tenure compared to United Methodist pastorates, for

school administrators she concluded that the tenure was too short to

effectively serve the major interests of the organization (Braunstein 5).

Citing trust as a key element in the effectiveness of administration

Braunstein believed more time was needed for relationships to develop

(23-24). Abbreviated leadership tenure does not allow enough incubation

time for rational or emotional commitments to develop.

Leaders in the field of education have assumed this to be true for

five decades. In 1944, Frank McVey noted: "There is nothing more

disastrous to the growth of an institution than frequent changes of the

chief administrative officer" (McVey 69). Short administrations they

believed impaired institutional momentum (Wriston 59). The field of

education has noted that fi^equent succession in administration hinders

organizational advancement and growth. Is this not the same problem

fi"om which many United Methodist congregations suffer?
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Leadership Succession and Business

Since some models of church leadership are coming from the

business world the researcher reviewed literature in the business field

pertaining to leadership and management tumover. In many ways the

Chief Executive Officer (CEO) or a small business owner and a pastor of

a church all share similar responsibilities. Each has to motivate and

attend to the needs of staff, volunteers, members, employees, balance a

budget, raise fimds, and set and accomplish goals.

Just recently, as of 1991, the business field has taken a serious look

at the relationship between leadership succession and organizational

growth (Friedmen 622). What the experts have found concurs with the

speculative data from church growth experts and the field of education.

Frequent leadership succession had detrimental effects upon an

organization's ability to produce.

CEO successions affected the social environment of the work

place (Friedman 620). Frequent managerial change can produce

dysfunctional consequences within a team by affecting the style of

supervision and disturbing the informal network of interpersonal

relationships. "Succession-related dismption is a disturbance in fraditional
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patterns of accepted values and behavior that is manifest m organization

members' sense of instability and insecurity after a succession" (Friedman

622). Succession transitions are times of great emotional and social

upheaval. Friedman supported the idea that high succession rates had

negative consequences, because "organization members have difficulty

adapting to frequent changes in behavioral norms and leadership style"

(Friedman 625). In his book "Executive Succession," Brady observed that

frequent executive successions had deteriorating effects on an organization

(35).

Gouldner studied the effects leadership succession had on the

morale of employees who worked in a Gypsum plant. His study

demonsfrated that leadership succession was followed by lower morale

and a higher rate of conflict among the staff. Grusky did a similar study

in a prison context. Grusky wanted to discover what kind of relationship

existed between staff and prisoner morale and the succession of prison

supervisors. He discovered that frequent supervisor succession was

followed by a higher escape attempt rate, more inmates requesting

fransfers, and lower staff morale (Eitzen 110). And in another study, this

one in the context of a resturaunt, Whyte observed that tension rose
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among the waitresses and that waitress resignations increased when

restaurant supervisors were rotated frequently ("Adminisfrative" 106).

In today's changing world, organizational success and growth will

be tightly related to the organization's ability to implement a sfrategic

plan. The organization's willingness to develop such a plan appears to be

related to the job tenure of the CEO. "When there is uncertainty in an

organization about its fixture leadership, all its psychological energy

focuses on that decision and sfrategic planning is confraindicated"

(Goodstein, 96). In other words, vision and dfrection can not be

determined in an organization where leadership succession does not allow

sufficient time for the process. Hambrick stated, "It may be particularly

harmfiil for the organization to have a series of very short-tenured CEO's,

each of whom launches on a new direction but without the payoffs of

complete implementation or the wisdom that comes from some time on

the job" (Hambrick 738). In other words, organizations will find it

difficult to plan for growth where leadership succession is frequent.

Vision and direction which are needed for implementing organizational

change require long term commitment by the leader (Senge 210).

Frequent CEO succession acts as a depressant upon the collective sense of
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confidence and enthusiasm about an organization's fixture (623).

Therefore, lengthy tenures provide more opportunity for leaders to

determine goals, objectives, and follow through (Braunstein 4). The

literature from the business field demonsfrates that frequent changes in

leadership are dysfiinctional to an organization's performance.

However, succession can be positive. When succession does not

occur frequently it can vitalize an organization. When the CEO has been

in office for a very long time the organization can become stagnated and

incapable of responding to the needed changes (Brady 35). In simations

when poor performance necessitates a change, leadership succession can

lead to growth. Friedman wrote, "An organizations' morale will be

boosted when perceptions of a leadership change result in confidence in,

and optimistic projections about, a firm's ability to perform well in the

fiiture" (623). When a firm is poised like this a new leader is not tied

down in his or her action by precedence or habit (Grusky, Adminisfrative,

108).

Do organizations with histories of frequent leadership succession

ever get used to it so that they become immune to its affects? It's not

very likely. A study by Christiensen in 1953 demonsfrated that there was
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no evidence that just because an organization was used to a high

succession rate that its detrimental effects were removed (Trow 231).

Succession can be a traumatic event in the life of any organization.

Multiply the frequency of those successions among key leaders and the

problems are compounded. New policies and different leadership styles

potentially disrupt lines of authority and communication, disturb power

and decision-making systems, dislocate relationships between members in

the organization, and generally upset the normal activities of the

organization (Berk 351). The literature in the field of business

demonsfrated that frequent leadership changes inhibit growth, morale and

productivity.

Leadership Succession and Sports

Coaching and pastoring have much in common as well. A pastoral

model the researcher has often used in understanding his role as pastor

has been that of being a coach to the congregation. The coach is one who

identifies the player's special talents, gifts, and abilities, and organizes the

players to the team's advantage. The coach cheers the players on during

practices and games, motivating them to finish what they started. There is

a parallel between coaching and pastoring through inspirational leadership.
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Coaches are often given several years of building the team before any

great demands are expected to be produced. Rarely do we expect a coach

to come in and in one year turn a program around. Yet, it appears this is

what the United Methodist Church expects from its pastors based on the

one year appointment which averages three year pastorates.

Like the education and business fields the sports profession has

taken some interest in identifying the relationship between coaching tenure

or succession and team performance. Oscar Grusky studied this

relationship in 1963. His study demonsfrated that team effectiveness

declined when the coach's succession rate increased.

Grusky's sample was comprised of sixteen professional baseball

teams. He hypothesized the higher the tumover rate of the coaches the

poorer the team's performance would be. He hypothesized that the rates

of adminisfrative succession and degree of organizational effectiveness

would be negatively correlated ( "Managerial" 21). Using public records

of team standings he measured the organizational effectiveness by the

number of games won and lost in a season. His study provided evidence

that a negative correlation existed between rates of succession and

effectiveness and that a positive correlation existed between clientele
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support and effectiveness ("Managerial" 30). In other words, teams whose

field manager's tenure increased also saw an increase in the teams

standings ("Managerial" 23-24). Grusky's study demonstrated that longer

coaching tenures resulted in organizational growth and performance.

As important as the manager's tenure appeared to be, the rate of

their succession was a more important factor. In another team study

called "Membership Succession and Team Performance" by Trow, data

demonstrated that the variability in the rate of succession was a more

important factor in team performance than simply tenure. The researcher

observed that whatever the average rate of succession was, an increase in

the rate that produced a temporal clustering of successions, tended to

bring about a decrease in the level of organizational performance (Grusky,

Managerial 24-25). Just as in educational and business cultures,

coaching successions usually resulted in new policies and persoimel which

forced existing relationships to restructure. The restructuring and change

in internal dynamics produced low morale, and may have contributed to

team ineffectiveness which would have resulted in even lower morale

(Grusky, Managerial, 30).

Another study was conducted by D. Eitzen. Eitzen wanted to
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determine the magnitude of the relationship between the winning

effectiveness of college basketball teams and the tenure of their head

coaches. He demonstrated that schools with high winning percentages

also had lower rates of coaching tumover (Eitzen 111). Eitzen's study

provided support for an earlier study led by Gmsky which hypothesized

"that tumover rates and organizational effectiveness are negatively

correlated" (Eitzen 111-112). The longer the head basketball coach was

in place the more likely it was the team would improve.

However, there was a curvilinear relationship between tenure and

success. The curvilinear relationship revealed that at some point in time

tenure worked against the outcome of the team's performance. Not only

was a team's performance hindered if there were too many coaching

successions clustered together, but it was also hindered when the coaches

had stayed too long. It was demonstrated that a tenure beyond 12 years

lead to diminished team effectiveness (Eitzen 115).

The data from the sports field suggested that length of coaching

tenure is a significant variable in determining the teams performance. The

longer the coaching tenure the greater the team success (Eitzen 110).
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Succession literature is consistent, frequent leadership succession

promotes instability which is sometimes desirable and other times

harmfiil. Succession was detrimental where it occurred frequently, every

fi)ur years or sooner. In his article "The Seasons of a CEO's Tenure,"

Hambrick noted that a CEO who left his or her position prior to 4-5 years

had not had a chance to achieve peak performance for the organization

(738). If a leader's peak performance begins in years four and five and

the United Methodist Church moves its clergy every three, does the

succession rate contribute to our decline and/or prohibit growth? Does the

rate of pastoral succession have any significant influence on local church

growth? In light of the literamre review, the purpose of this smdy is to

examine the relationship of pastoral succession to church growth in United

Methodist congregations of the Conway District of the North Arkansas

Conference. The research methodology will be discussed in Chapter

Three.
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CHAPTER 3

The Design of the Studv

The design of the study was the strategy of how the researcher deah

with the problem. The design provided the overall framework for data

collection and analysis. In essence, the design was the guideline or

blueprint for the gathering of the data for the researcher. Therefore,

Chapter Three deals with the data and its treatment.

The Problem

Leadership succession smdies demonstrated that frequent leadership

changes had negative influences upon organizational growth and

effectiveness. An organization such as the United Methodist Church

which has a median pastoral tenure of 3 years and a mean tenure of 4

could benefit from a succession study within its own context.

Purpose of the Studv

The purpose of the study was to examine the relationship of

pastoral succession to church growth in United Methodist congregations of

the Conway District of the North Arkansas Conference.
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Research Questions

To reveal the relationship between pastoral succession and church

growth four questions were addressed.

Research Question 1. What is the relationship between pastoral

succession and average weekly Sunday school attendance?

Research Question 2. What is the relationship between pastoral

succession and average weekly worship attendance?

Research Question 3. What is the relationship between pastoral

succession and average annual professions of faith?

Research Question 4. What is the relationship between pastoral

succession and the average annual percentage of apportionments paid?

Population and Sample

The population and sample for the smdy consisted of the

congregations of the Conway District of the North Arkansas Conference

of the United Methodist Church. The sample was based on the

convenience of extracting data from North Arkansas Conference Journals.

The sample consisted of 78 congregations with a total of 615 pastorates.

Pastorates ranged from 1 to 22 years in length with congregational

pastoral tenure averages between 1.79 and 6.25 years. Average weekly
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worship attendance figures fluctuated between 0 and 655. Average

annual professions of faith ranged from 0 to 50 in a given year. Weekly

Sunday school attendance averaged between 0 and 496. The average

annual payout for apportiomnents was anywhere between 0% and 101%.

The Criteria for the Admissibility of Data

Data was gathered from established United Methodist churches over

the twenty-five year time period of 1971-1995. Congregations that were

once part of the Southwest Conference that merged with the North

Arkansas Conference, and had become part of the Conway District due to

restructured boundaries were included. Some pastorates were excluded

from the smdy because of poor record keeping. Such was the case with

McCabe Chapel, Maumelle New Zion, Union Chapel, Ebeneezar,

Morrilton Wesley, and Mount Zion Centeridge for the North Arkansas

Conference Joumai years of 1970-1971 and 1971-1972. The

aforementioned churches were part of the Southwest Conference that

merged with the North Arkansas Conference in 1970. Data for

congregations that had become classified as an "extension church"

(churches in the process of closing and served by a lay speaker) during

the smdy period were not used because data was not kept for this
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classification of church. Data for churches that were birthed, closed,

merged, or transferred into the Conway District during the period of the

study were included.

Research Methodology

Leedy emphasized that "the namre of the data and the problem for

research dictate the research methodology" (139). A quantitative smdy

was used since the data was numerical in nature.

The researcher perceived that the population dynamics of the small,

medium, and large church could be differentially affected by tenure. To

determine if there were any significant differences in pastoral tenure

between chmches, the churches were categorized according to average

worship attendance, and then an analysis of variance (ANOVA)

calculated.

A regression analysis was also used because it determines the

magnimde and direction of a relationship between a predictor variable (X)

and an outcome variable (Y). The information can then be used to

determine how much faith one can put into a set of predictions based on

the correlation of an X and Y variable (Spatz and Johnston 103). In

other words, a regression can demonstrate what portion of variance in X
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is associated with Y (Chase 119). The level of significance was set at

.05.

The predictor variable or independent variable was pastoral tenure,

which is the length of time in years that a pastor remained in one church.

Tenure data was used instead of succession data because it was difficult to

quantify succession. Succession was determined by inverting tenure.

Longer tenure implied less succession and shorter tenure implied longer

succession.

The outcomes or dependent variables were average Simday school

attendance, average weekly worship attendance, average annual

professions of faith, and the average annual percentage of apportionments

paid. A mean was used instead of a median or mode because of its

rehability basis of comparison (Chase 29).

Data Collection

Data was collected from the 1971-1995 North Arkansas Conference

Journals. However, apportionment data for the years 1987-1993 was

collected from an apportionment summary sheet sent from the North

Arkansas Conference Treasurer's office to the pastor of every

congregation in the North Arkansas Conference. The freasurer's report
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was used because of its accessibility.

Specijfic Treatment of the Data for Each Research Question

Research Question 1. What is the relationship between frequent

pastoral succession and average weekly Sunday school attendance?

The Data Needed. The data needed for solving RQ #1 was (a) how

long each pastor had been appointed to each local congregation during the

smdy, (b) the total average Sunday school worship attendance for each

pastorate, and (c) the total church membership for each pastorate.

The Location and Means of Obtaining the Data. The data was

located in the North Arkansas Conference Journals in the researcher's

library.

How the Data Was Treated. Each pastorate was assigned an

identification number and the length of the pastorate determined. Pastoral

succession was inversely determined by the pastoral tenure of a particular

church. The variable of average weekly Sunday school attendance (SS)

was calculated by dividing the total number of average weekly Sunday

school attendance during a pastor's tenure (Ess) by the total number of

church membership during the same time period (Ztm).

The formula for this procedme was: SS = Sss/Stm. SS equals the
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average weekly Sunday school attendance expressed in the percentage of

average annual total membership. The calculated percentages across the

tenure period minimized the effects of neighborhood population changes.

How the Data Was Interpreted. The data of pastoral tenure and the

number from the previous equation were placed in a table and analyzed

with a multiple regression with the predictor and outcome variable.

The formula for regression was Y = a + bx, where,

Y = the Y value predicted from the X value.

a = the point at which the regression line intersects the Y axis.

b = the slope of the regression.

X = the X value for predicting the Y value.

therefore, SS = a + b(tenure).

Research Question 2. What is the relationship between frequent

pastoral succession and average weekly worship attendance?

The Data Needed. The data used for solving RQ #2 was (a) the

length each pastor was appointed to each local congregation during the

study, (b) the total average weekly worship attendance for each pastorate,

and (c) the total church membership for each pastorate.

The Location and Means of Obtaining the Data. The data was
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located in the North Arkansas Conference Journals in the researchers

library.

How the Data Was Treated. Each pastorate was assigned an

identification number and the length of the pastorate was determined.

Pastoral succession was inversely determined by the pastoral tenure of a

particular church. The outcome variable of average annual worship

attendance (WA) was calculated by dividing the total number of average

weekly worship attendance during a pastor's tenure (Ewa) by the total

number of church membership during the same time period (Stm). The

formula for this procedure was: WA = Xwa/Etm. WA equalled the

average weekly worship attendance expressed in the percentage of average

annual total membership. The calculated percentages across the tenure

period minimized the effects of neighborhood population changes.

How the Data Was Interpreted. The pastoral tenure data and the

number fi^om the previous equation were placed in a table and analyzed

with a multiple regression.
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The formula of regression was Y = a + bx, where,

Y = the Y value predicted from the X value.

a = the point at which the regression line intersects the Y axis.

b = the slope of the regression.

X = the X value for predicting the Y value.

therefore, WA = a + b(tenure).

Research Question 3. What is the relationship between pastoral

succession and average aimual professions of faith?

The Data Needed. The data needed for solving RQ #3 was (a) how

long each pastor was appointed to each local congregation during the

smdy, (b) the total number of professions of faith during each pastorate,

and (c) the total membership during each pastorate.

The Location and Means of Obtaining the Data. The data was

located in the North Arkansas Conference Journals of the researcher's

library.

How the Data Was Treated. Each pastorate was assigned an

identification number and the length of the pastorate was determined.

Pastoral succession was inversely determined by inverting the pastoral

tenure at a particular church. The variable of professions of faith (pf)
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were calculated by dividing the total number of professions of faith during

a pastor's tenure (Zpf) by the total number of church membership (Ltm)

during the same time period. The formula for this procedure was: PF =

Xpf/Stm. PF was the average annual of professions of faith expressed in

the percentage of average annual total membership. The calculated

percentages across the tenure period minimized the effects of

neighborhood population changes.

How the Data Was Interpreted. The pastoral tenme data and the

number revealed from the previous equation were placed in a table and

analyzed using a multiple regression. The regression equation was

Y = a + bX, where,

Y = the Y value predicted from the X value.

a = the point at which the regression line intersects the Y axis.

b = the slope of the regression.

X = the X value for predicting the Y value.

therefore, PF = a + b(tenure).
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Research Question 4. What is the relationship between frequent

pastoral succession and the annual percentage of apportionments paid?

The Data Needed. The data needed for solving RQ #4 was (a) how

long each pastor had been appointed to each local congregation during the

smdy, and (b) what the average annual pay out of apportionments was

during the same pastorate.

The Location and Means of Obtaining the Data. The data was

located in the North Arkansas Conference Journals in the researcher's

library.

How the Data Was Treated. Each pastorate was assigned an

identification number and the length of the pastorate was determined.

Pastoral succession was inversely determined by the pastoral tenure of a

particular church. The outcome variable of average annual pay out of

apportionments (AP) was calculated by dividing the acmal apportionment

percentage paid out during a pastor's tenure (Zappo) by the total percent

of apportionments required during the same time period (Ztapa). The

formula for this procedure was: AP = Sappo/Stapa. AP equalled the

average annual apportionment pay out. By calculating percentages across

the tenure period, the effects of neighborhood population changes were
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minimized.

How the Data Was Interpreted. The pastoral tenure data and the

number from the previous equation were analyzed with a multiple

regression. The regression fr^rmula was Y = a + bx, where,

Y = the Y value predicted from the X value.

a = the point at which the regression line intersects the Y axis.

b = the slope of the regression.

X = the X value for predicting the Y value.

therefore, AP = a + b(tenure).

Chapter Three stated what the research questions were and what

data was needed to answer those questions. How the collected data would

be analyzed was also demonsfrated. The next chapter. Chapter Four, will

present the findings of implementing the plan outiined in Chapter Three.
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CHAPTER 4

The Results of the Study

The purpose of the study was to reveal the relationship of pastoral

succession to church growth in United Methodist congregations of the

Conway District of the North Arkansas Conference. Chapter 4 examines

the results of the analysis of data in Chapter 3. Tables and charts were

provided to present the data clearly and are discussed in narrative format.

A total of 615 pastorates were analyzed. Pastoral tenure ranged

from 1 to 22 years. The tenure mean was 2.88 years with a standard

deviation of 2.23. Sunday school attendance ranged from .000 to 2.000 of

the total membership with a mean of .41 and a standard deviation of .28.

Worship attendance ranged from 0 to 6.78 times the number of total

membership with a mean of .54 and a standard deviation of .38.

Professions of faith accounted for 0 to .83 of the total membership. The

mean for professions of faith was .02 with a standard deviation of .06.

Apportionments paid ranged from 0 to 2.40 with a mean of .90 and a

standard deviation of .23. See Table 1.
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Table 1

Total Pastorates (N = 615)

Tenure Sunday
school

Worship Prof, of
faith

Apportion
ment

Min. 1.00 .00 .00 .00 .00

Max. 22.00 2.00 6.78 .83 2.40

Mean 2.88 .41 .55 .02 .90*

Standard
dev.

2.23 .28 .38 .06 .23

Note; Twelve observations had no data.

An analysis of variance was calculated to determine if there was a

significant difference in pastoral tenure among church size. The ANOVA

indicated there was a significant difference in length of tenure among the

three sizes of churches, F (2, 612) = 11.7, p<.000. Based on a Tukey's

post hoc comparison of differences and mean values, length of tenure for

medium and large churches was significantly greater than length of tenure

for small churches. Length of tenure for larger churches was greater than

tenure for medium churches, but not statistically significant. See Table 2.
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Table 2

Analysis of Variance

Source Sum of

squares

df Mean

square

F P

Size 112.790 2 56.395 11.700 .000

Error 2949.818 612 4.820

Total 3062.608

After reviewing the data the researcher determined that the data

would be classified according to church size. Pastorates were classified

according to the size of their average worship attendance. Congregations

which averaged 99 or less in worship attendance were classified as a

small chmch. Congregations which averaged 100-300 worshippers at the

principal worship service(s) were categorized as medium churches, and

congregations which averaged 301 or more were grouped as large

churches (Net Results 11).

Of the 615 pastorates, 491 or 80% were in small churches. The

average worship attendance for the 56 small churches was 33.86. Pastoral

tenure varied from one to thirteen years with a mean of 2.66 and a

standard deviation of 2.05. In relation to total church membership,

average Sunday school attendance ranged from 000 to 2.00 with a mean
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of .46 and a standard deviation of .29. In relation to total church

membership, worship attendance ranged from 0 to 6.78 with a mean of

.59 and a standard deviation of .41. Professions of faith ranged from 0 to

.83 with a mean of .02 and a standard deviation of .06. In the small

church, the apportionment pay out ranged from 0 to 2.40 with .90 as the

mean with a standard deviation of .23. See Table 3.

Ninety-one pastorates were identified in seventeen medium sized

churches averaging 100-300 in worship attendance. The average worship

attendance for medium sized churches was 174.16. Pastoral tenure

ranged from 1 - 22 years with 3.63 being the mean with a standard

deviation of 3.00. In relation to total church membership, Sunday school

attendance averaged .08 to .61 with .25 as the mean with a standard

deviation of .08. In relation to total church membership, average worship

attendance varied between .20 and .94 with a mean of .37, and with a

standard deviation of .13. Professions of faith expressed in a percentage

of the total membership ranged from 0 to .07 with the mean and standard

deviation of .02 and .01. The average apportionment pay out for the

medium size church was .09 to 1.03 with a mean of .87 and a standard

deviation of .24. See Table 3.
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Meeting the requirements of a large church, congregations

averaging over 300 in worship, were 33 pastorates from five churches.

Worship attendance averaged 440.58 per Sunday. Pastoral succession in

the large church occurred as frequently as every year and as infrequently

as every seven. The mean for pastoral tenure was 3.97 years with a

standard deviation of 1.67. Average Sunday school attendance expressed

as a percentage of the total membership ranged from .14 to .4, and had a

mean of .23 and a standard deviation of .05. Worship attendance

averaged .20 to .52 of the total church membership. The worship mean

was .31 with a standard deviation of .06. Professions of faith for the

large church ranged from .01 to .04 with a mean of .02 and a standard

deviation of .01. Large churches with a pastoral mean of 3.97 years paid

out apportioimients between .79 and 1.01 with a mean of .98 and a

standard deviation of .06. See Table 3.
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Table 3
Differences Among Chmch by Size

Variables

Large
(n = 33)

Medium

(n = 91)
Small

(n = 491)

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Tenure 3.97 1.67 3.63 2.99 2.66 2.04

Sunday School .23 .05 .25 .08 .46 .29

Worship .31 .06 .94 .37 .59 .41

Professions of
Faith

.02 .01 .02 .01 .02 .06

Apportionment .98 .06 .87* .24* 9** 23**
* Note: Two observations had no data.
**Note: Ten observations had no data.

Examination of the Research Questions.

Research Question 1. What is the relationship between pastoral

succession and average weekly Sunday school attendance?

A regression correlation was conducted with pastoral tenure as the

independent variable and Sunday school attendance as the dependent

variable. The p values for small, medium, and large congregations were

p = .38, .95 and .18. The p value indicated tenure was not statistically

significant. The Multiple R square scores revealed that pastoral tenure
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accounted for .002 of the variation in Sunday school attendance for the

small church; .000 variance for the medium church and .058 for the large

chmch. See Table 4.

Table 4

Regression for Sunday school attendance

Church size Constant Coefficient
Tenure

P R2

Small

(n = 491)
.470 -.006 .375 .002

Medium

(n = 91)
.248 -.000 .950 .000

Large
(n = 33)

.262 -.008 .178 .058

Research Question 2. What is the relationship between pastoral

succession and average weekly worship attendance?

A regression correlation was conducted with pastoral tenure as the

independent variable and average worship attendance as the dependent

variable. With p values of .577 for small churches and .836 for large

churches tenure was not statistically significant. The Multiple R square

score also revealed that the variation in worship attendance as accounted
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for by pastoral tenure for the small worshipping community was .001 and

.001 for large chmches. However, the p value for medium chmches was

statistically significant at .005. The Multiple R square score of .084

indicated that worship attendance was more predictable for the medium

church than the small or large church, even though it accounted for only

8% of the variance. Therefore, there was a slight tendency for worship

attendance to increase as a pastor's length of tenme increased. Pastoral

tenure was more influential in the medium church than the small and

larger church. See Table 5.

Table 5

Regression for Worship attendance

Church size Constant Coefficient
Tenme

P R2

Small

(n = 491)
.603 -.005 .577 .001

Medium

(n = 91)
.324 .013 .005 .084

Large
(n = 33)

.301 .001 .836 .001
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Research Question 3. What is the relationship between pastoral

succession and average annual professions of faith?

Using pastoral tenure as the independent variable and profession of

faith the dependent variable a regression analysis was done. The

regression indicated no significant statistical relationship existed between

pastoral tenure and professions of faith ( p = .795, .362, and .585

respectively). Multiple R square scores indicated pastoral tenure

accounted for no variance in professions of faith (.000, .009 and .010).

See Table 6.

Table 6

Regression for professions of faith

Church size Constant Coefficient
Tenure

P R2

Small

(n = 491)
.023 -.000 .795 .000

Medium

(n - 91)
.015 .000 .362 .009

Large
(n = 33)

.016 .000 .585 .010
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Research Question 4. What is the relationship between pastoral

succession and the average annual percentage of apportionments paid?

A regression correlation was conducted using pastoral tenure as the

independent variable and the average aimual percentage of apportionments

paid as the dependent variable. The p values of .765, .178, and .711

indicated that pastoral tenure was not statistically significant in predicting

apportionment pay out. Nor, according to the Multiple R square scores,

does pastoral tenme account for any variance in apportionment pay outs.

The statistics did reveal however that among the three different sizes of

churches the medium size church paid less overall in apportionments than

did the small and large chmches. See Table 7

Table 7

Regression for Apportionments

Church size Constant Coefficient
Tenure

P R2

Small

(n = 482)
.897 .002 .765 .000

Medium

(n = 89)
.826 .012 .178 .021

Large
(n = 33)

.984 -.002 .711 .004
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Chapter Four presented the findings of the analyzed data. In

Chapter Five the author will evaluate and interpret the findings of Chapter

Four and comment on the implications of those findings for the chmch.
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CHAPTER 5

Summary and Discussion

The purpose of this smdy was to examine the relationship of

pastoral succession to church growth in United Methodist Congregations

of the Conway District of the North Arkansas Conference. The sample

consisted of 78 United Methodist congregations and was comprised of 615

pastorates. The research questions were: (1) What is the relationship

between pastoral tenure and average weekly Sunday school attendance?

(2) What is the relationship between pastoral tenure and average weekly

worship attendance? (3) What is the relationship between pastoral tenme

and average annual professions of faith? and (4), What is the relationship

between pastoral tenure and the average annual percentage of

apportionments paid? Each research question was examined with a

regression analysis. The independent variable was pastoral tenure and the

dependent variables were the scores of the average Sunday school

attendance, average worship attendance, professions of faith, and average

annual pay out of apportionments.
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The resuhs of the study for RQ #1 revealed that pastoral succession

was not statistically significant in predicting Sunday school attendance for

small, medium or large congregations, nor did it account for a significant

proportion of variance among Sunday school scores.

The results for RQ #2 revealed pastoral succession was not

statistically significant for predicting worship attendance for the small and

large church, nor did it account for any significant variance in the worship

attendance numbers. However, pastoral tenure was statistically significant

for medium size churches (p .005) but only accounted for 8% of the

variance in worship attendance. Therefore, keeping in mind that tenme

was the inverse of succession, where tenme was slightly predictable of

worship attendance the data suggested that increased succession would be

slightly detrimental to worship attendance.

The results of RQ #3 indicated that pastoral succession did not have

a statistically significant relationship with the average annual professions

of faith for any of the three categories of congregations. The Multiple R

square scores also demonstrated that pastoral succession accounted for

almost no variance in the profession of faith nmnbers.
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The results of RQ #4 revealed that pastoral succession did not have

a statistically significant relationship with the amount of apportionments a

local church annually contributed to the general church. The smdy also

indicated pastoral succession accounted for almost no variance in

apportionment scores.

Interpretation of the Findings

The p values indicated that the only significant relationship which

existed between the independent variable of pastoral succession and the

dependent variables of chmch growth was worship attendance in the

medium size church. The relationship between pastoral succession and all

other factors of church growth in this project was not statistically

significant. The Multiple R square results also indicated that pastoral

succession accounted for zero to little variance in the dependent variables

of chmch growth.

Unexpected Finding(s)

The result that length of pastorate had little relationship to church

growth for congregations of any size was unexpected. The researcher had

assumed, as had many chmch growth experts, that pastoral tenure would

play a major role in church growth.
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Another unexpected observation was that small chmches which had

the highest frequency of pastoral succession also experienced a higher

level of attendance of their total membership in Sunday school and

worship. Statistics also revealed that the small church also had a higher

rate of professions of faith per person than did the medium or larger

church.

One possibility for this greater assimilation rate is the size of the

chmch itself In small churches almost everyone is needed. The chmch

is small enough that in most cases it carmot provide for a full time pastor

or additional staff and, therefore, needs the services of everyone who

attends. The members of small chmches are dependent upon each other

and carry the load because they know that their survival depends upon

their participation. Another reason could be that in small chmches the

people know each other better than in the medium and large size churches

and therefore, keep better frack of each other and care for each other's

needs in a more personal way. Another likelihood is that a sense of

family coimectedness may instill a sense of geater caring for each

member. When a person feels valued as a church member he or she may

be more likely to be responsive to the needs of others. Finally, perhaps
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there is a greater homogeneity among the smaller church members. All of

these possibilities may be what makes small churches more resistant to

pastoral succession.

At the other extreme is the large church. The researcher expected

to find a strong relationship between pastoral tenme and chmch growth.

He did not. One explanation could be that the attendees of the large

church are attracted by the programming, services, and ministries offered

to them. The services and programs, and the relationships that develop

through them are more important than the pastor himself or herself By

its very namre a large chmch with a staffwill keep programming and

ministering even as senior pastors come and go.

The dynamics of the medium church which averages 100-300 in

weekly worship however are somewhere between the large and small

church. The medium church doesn't have the resomces and staff of the

large church in which to offer some stability to the people. Nor, like the

small church, does the medium church have a large enough resource pool

of committed volunteers and leadership to keep the church going during

the leadership vacuum. Without staff or enough committed lay persons

the church depends upon the pastor. The medium church is more
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dependent upon the leadership of its pastor. Such being the case, church

growth could be enhanced in medium sized churches if the "Cabmets"

(pastoral appointing making bodies) remembered that longer pastorates are

more beneficial to medium size churches than to any other categorical size

of chmch. However, as a factor for chmch growth pastoral succession

had little influence.

Theological Reflections.

The author was quite surprised by the lack of direct influence

pastoral succession and tenme had on church growth. A reason for this

could be that spirimal gifts and other leadership abilities are factors which

have more influence over church growth. John Wesley certainly thought

so. Wesley said, "Nor can 1 believe it was ever the will of our Lord that

any congregation should have one teacher only. We have found by long

and constant experience that a frequent change of teachers is best, this

preacher has one talent, that another. No one who I have known has all

the talents which are needfiil for beginning, continuing, and perfecting the

work of grace in an whole congregation'" (qtd. Dunlap, Rethinking 19).

Wesley was aware that congregations had different needs and that his

clergy had matching gifts, and that the two should be paired in order to
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have the most effective ministiy possible.

Scripmre is not as direct or clear as Wesley was. Scriptme revealed

simations where pastor/leaders were a settled part of a community for a

long period of time while others moved about more quickly. Moses

pastored and led the Hebrew slaves for over forty years in the wilderness

before they reached their promised land. The prophet Jeremiah ministered

to Judah for 34 years (Bible Dictionary Vol 2 pg. 822).

The Apostle Paul's ministry on the other hand was filled with short

"appointments" which ranged from a few weeks to a few years (Buttrick

30). Paul's frequent succession rate allowed for the starting of many new

congregations and the preaching of the gospel. But, it also left new

congregations without an experienced leader. Instead, the chmches were

left in the hands of inexperienced lay leaders such as Timothy.

Congregations similar to those at Philippi and Corinth did not have

immediate access to pastoral guidance when issues of immorality and

circumcision surfaced. Maybe the problems wouldn't have become as

severe had Paul been settled in one location.

In John 10 Jesus speaks of the intimate relationship between the

shepherd and the sheep. Jesus is the Shepherd and the flock are his
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followers. John wrote, "The man who enters by the gate is the shepherd

of his sheep. The watchman opens the gate for him, and the sheep listen

to his voice. He calls his own sheep by name and leads them out. When

he has brought out all his own, he goes on ahead of them, and his sheep

follow him because they know his voice. But they will never follow a

stranger; in fact, they will run away from him because they do not

recongnize a sfranger's voice" (John 10.2-6, NIV). In verse 14 of the

same chapter Jesus continued, "I am the good shepherd; I know my sheep

and my sheep know me..." If a pastor doesn't spend time with her or his

people the bond essential to effective ministry may never be forged. It is

interesting that Jesus sfressed this personal and relational element in his

ministry. Yet, he itinerated more frequently than United Methodist

pastors. In the 3 - 4 years of Jesus' ministry scriptme implied he and his

pastors in fraining itinerated from town to town. The majority of the

leading pastoral figmes of the New Testament seemed to favor

itinerating.

In Scripmre there are examples of both frequent pastoral succession

and lengthy pastorates. The Bible does not provide any direct information

as to how long a pastorate should be, or how important pastoral tenure is
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to growth. No bibhcal model demonstrated whether long pastorates or

short pastorates were more beneficial to chmch growth, or a better form

of stewardship. However, based upon the examples used and the results

of the smdy itself, maybe spirimal gifts and other leadership qualities play

a more prominent role in church growth than pastoral tenme.

Imphcations of the Findings.

Empirically, there was no statistical significance in the relationship

between pastoral succession and church growth except for the one case of

worship attendance in medium size chmches. Over all, longer pastorates

did not automatically result in growth nor did frequent pastoral

successions automatically result in decline for the United Methodist

Churches of the Conway District of the North Arkansas Conference.

The results of the smdy on pastoral succession confradicted earlier

published smdies in the field of organizational development. A smdy by

Trow indicated that an increase in the rate of succession or a clustering of

successions tended to bring about a decrease in the level of organizational

performance (Grusky, Managerial 23-24). The results of Eitzen's smdy

revealed that the longer a head basketball coach was with a team the

better the team record. Though statistically insignificant, the findings of
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this dissertation project observed that shorter pastorates clustered together

were associated with a slightly higher percentage of growth than were

longer pastorates. The resuhs of this study contradicted the results of the

study by Trow and Eiitzen. The implications of the contradiction could

be that the p values and MR^ scores differ according to the field of

discipline. Maybe organizational dynamics are different enough between

profit and non-profit organizations that leadership tenure and succession

rates have different levels of significance. Since the results of the

relationship of pastoral succession to church growth didn't verify the

results of leadership succession smdies in other organizations, one could

ask whether or not leadership succession influences for-profit and non

profit organziations differently.

The results of this smdy challenged the assumption that pastoral

tenure was a signficant chmch growth factor. Was the sample for the

project too small? With 615 pastorates surveyed the researcher beheved

the sample was large enough for the project. However, because the

overwhelming number of chmches were small the sample could have been

truncated. Were the researcher's results and interpretations skewed?

Were the assumptions of respected church growth leaders wrong? Or,
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could the researcher and the experts both be right? Pastoral tenure and

succession may be a chmch growth factor, but not as significant in and of

itself as it was thought to be. In the book, Dynamic Religious

Moyements. author Dayid Hesselgrave mentioned four basic types of

causes which can lead to growth in religious movements. A factor which

must be present for growth to occur is referred to as a "necessary cause."

Factors which are always followed by growth, but not necessary for

growth he called "sufficient causes." A third cause of growth is a

"contributory cause." Contributory causes make growth more likely. It is

possible that pastoral succession operates as a "contributory cause."

However, because pastoral succession had no statistical significance, save

one case, and because the Multiple R square scores demonstrated little to

no predictability among the dependent and independent variables, it was

more likely that pastoral succession operated as the fourth type of cause

called a "contingent cause." A "contingent cause" was a factor that makes

it possible for another factor to fimction as a "contributory cause"

(Hesselgrave 299).
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Contributions to Research Methodology

The study reinforces the yalue of regression in being able to predict

the influence of one factor upon another in a variety of disciplines and

fields of research.

Limitations

The smdy may not be generalized to other districts or conferences.

The context of ministry may be significantly different in another area of

the world, so that if the project were replicated there would be a different

results.

The smdy did not control the age of pastors, pastoral experience,

education level, pastor's spirimality, or other leadership abilities and

characteristics which could influence chmch growth.

The study was not concerned with the congregation's morale,

spirimal gift mix, or other abilities that could have influenced the

dependent variables of the smdy.

The study did not take into consideration the geographical location

of the pastorates and churches (rural, submban or urban).
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Recommendations for Further Research

Further research could enhance the understanding of the relationship

between pastoral succession and chmch growth. The smdy could be

replicated in another District of the North Arkansas Conference of the

United Methodist Church, or in another District of another Annual

Conference and results compared.

A similiar project could be done which would compare the

relationship of pastoral succession to church growth while controlling for

the educational and training differences among ordained clergy, local

preachers, smdent appointments and supply pastors. The same smdy

could be done controlling for other factors, such as the level of a pastor's

spirimality or spirimal gift mix.

A similar smdy that would compare pastoral succession rates among

rmal, suburban, and urban congregations might also reveal valuable

information.

Another recommendation for fiirther research would be to compare

the findings of this study with a similar study done in another

denomination which had a similar church polity, but a history of longer

pastoral tenme.
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Further research that could enhance the knowledge of understanding

the relationship between pastoral tenure and church growth would be to

compare the growth patterns of short and long pastorates to each other in

each of the church size categories. For example, to compare chmch

growth data between short and long pastorates of medium size chmches.

Finally, a smdy that could help reconcile the difference between the

findings of this smdy and the assumptions of church growth experts would

be to determine which type of "cause" pastoral tenme plays in church

growth using Hesselgrave's categories of "necessary," "sufficient,"

"contributory," and "contingent" causes.
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